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Madeline Landry is an Associate Attorney in the San Francisco office. She brings a
distinctly personable style to her practice without compromising on tact and
strategy.

Admitted to the State Bar of California in 2021, Madeline has honed her expertise in
plaintiff-side employment litigation and workers’ compensation defense. Prior to
joining Albert and Mackenzie, she gained significant experience as a workers’
compensation defense attorney throughout California, achieving notable
milestones such as a sua sponte Thomas finding, numerous lien claim dismissals,
and a record-setting number of case-in-chief settlements for a single client in a
quarter.

Madeline grew up in Portland, Maine, and it was the captivating allure of Big Sur
that prompted her to relocate from the east to the west coast. In her leisure time,
she finds solace in yoga or immersing herself in the scenic vistas of Golden Gate
Park or Land’s End Lookout. Indoors, Madeline’s pursuits involve reading and
tending to her collection of plants.

If there were three words to best describe Madeline, it would be disciplined, bright,
and whimsical. Inspired by the wisdom encapsulated in the African proverb, “If you
want to go fast, go alone; if you want to go far, go together,” Madeline
demonstrates a commitment to actively collaborate with her clients, fostering a
collective effort towards achieving successful claim resolution.

EDUCATION

University of California, Hastings College of the Law – Juris Doctor•

Bates College, Lewiston, Maine – Bachelor of Arts in French Language & Religious•
Studies

ADMISSIONS

State Bar of California•

Specialties: Defense of
Workers’ Compensation
claims on behalf of employers,
insurers and third-party
administrators

Related Services
Workers’ Compensation Defense

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

§132a Discrimination

§4553 Serious and Willful Misconduct
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